
Galaxy work - Works can be variations on Tchaikowsky's 4th Symphony.  

 

1. Electronic beeper sounds C# mezzoforte 2 octaves above middle C for 

0.25 seconds at 1-second intervals 8 times.  

2. Electronic beeper sounds A below that C# mezzoforte for 0.125 seconds 

beginning at 7.875 second at 1-second intervals 8 times, while C# beeper 

continues.  

3. High tympani taps pianissimo beginning at 15.75 second and alternates 

with middle tympani at 1-second intervals eight times, growing louder 

each time until it is mezzoforte, while beepers continue.  

4. All 3 tympani roll for 8 seconds starting at piano and reaching 

fortissimo within 2 seconds, starting at 23.75 seconds, while all beepers 

continue.  

5. At 31.75 seconds beepers stop and tympanis stop with no damping, and 

silence is held until 40 seconds.  

6. White noise static at all audible frequencies begins at mezzopiano and 

increases to forte at 1-second intervals for 4 seconds.  

7. Alto saxophone bleats in John-Coltrane imitation, as static decreases 

at 1-second intervals to mezzopiano for 4 seconds.  

8. Tenor saxophone also bleats in John-Coltrane imitation, as static 

decreases to pianissimo at 1-second intervals.  

9. Snare drums, bass drums and cymbals crash and boom irregularly for 8 

seconds as both saxophones continue for 8 seconds.  

10. Saxes play same C# note for 8 seconds and then play A with semi-

irregular beat.  

11. For 4 seconds, bass violins play C# 2 octaves below middle C, and 

violins play A 1 octave above middle A.  

12. Viola and cello also play middle F and bass F for 4 seconds.  

13. Strings switch to major chord at mezzopiano, as 8 different 

instruments come in on 1 chord note at 1-second intervals.  

14. All instruments play chord at fortissimo for 3 seconds.  

15. Descending-scale organ music sounds twice, each lasting 4 seconds at 

mezzopiano, followed by set of 4 chords, each 1 second, increasing to 

forte.  

16. Triangle at high pitch sounds once each second, followed by violins 

and basses playing chord for 4 seconds, with last one held 4 seconds with 

soft minor chord played by viola and cellos for last 2 seconds.  

17. Fugue, with bells at end.  

18. Very low notes on organ.  

19. Trumpet plays 3 notes, then whole orchestra comes in on 4th note. 
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